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OPTIMICE EL CORTE EN LA
PUNZONADORA
EL PROBLEMA:
Las herramientas de corte son caras y los clientes las necesitan
en la mayoría de procesos de punzonado. Utilizados todos los
días al 100%, el útil de corte debe soportar punzonados parciales,
con cargas laterales, punzonar a alta velocidad y muchos tipos de
materiales y espesores, y sin poder fallar. El Útil de Corte impacta
directamente en la calidad
such as deburring, pr ess brake, and assembly. Having a r obust,
long-lived slitting tool will make a positive contribution to yo ur
bottom line and improve your punching processes all the time.
THE MATE SOLUTION:
Achieving maximum performance from your slitting tools can
dramatically reduce to oling costs and incre ase your press
productivity. This Solution Bulletin provides tips to optimize your
slitting tool performance.

Above: Mate’s Xcel™ Fully-Guided Slitting
System for Strippit Style Thin Turret punch
presses.

TIPS:
 Slitting tool life w ill be extended when
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bigger problem on lon ger tools like
slitting tools and is visible by l ooking at the wear p atterns on the punch and die. Wear to the punch
guide, die shoe and orientation keys also contribute to shorter tool life.
 Fully-guided slitting tools increase punch and die life by precisely and securely positioning the punch
point so it enters the center of the die, especially when using partial hits. This allows the press to run
at maximum speed and part quality to be at its best.
 Remember that the punching force calculation for any tool is correct when the tools ar e sharp and
the die clear ance is correct for the material bei ng punched. As tools become dull, the punchin g
force increases; so, a best practice is to limit t he punching force needed for a slitting tool to 80% o f
the press capacity.
 Thick turret clamp clearing dies and strippers, commonly used with slitting tools, have a smaller
surface area that can lead to sheet marking when using standard guide assemblies. Th e solution is
Mate’s Ultra Light™ spri ng packs and Ultra Light™ guide assemblies that have reduced stripping
force, which is also adjustable in the C, D, and E stations.
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AVAILABLE TOOLING STYLES AND STATION SIZES:
 Ultra TEC® Fully-Guided Thick Turret C, D and E stations
 Ultra TEC® Fully-Guided Clamp Clearing Thick Turret D and E stations
 Original Style Thick Turret C, D and E stations
 Murata Wiedemann Marathon® and Marathon Plus™ Fully-Guided tooling
 Trumpf LongLife™ and Eurostyle™ slitting tools
 Strippit Style Xcel™ Fully-Guided Thin Turret 3½” station
MATERIAL AND OTHER RESTRICTIONS:
 Contact your Mate Applications Specialist
OTHER MATE PRODUCTS TO CONSIDER:
 Mate Pilot™ turret alignment tools
 Mate EasySnap™ tool for easy parts removal
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